
Covid-19 Guidelines 
Stage Restaurant and Amuse Wine Bar 

 
As a team, we are doing everything we can in maintaining high standards of cleanliness and 
closely following City & County Guidelines. Our guests’ and team’s safety is and will continue 

to be our priority. We will get through this time together. 
 
Please find a breakdown of our guidelines below:  
 
Restaurant Layout 
 

- All of our tables have been spaced out to ensure every group is at least 6ft apart 
- Wine Modules are currently taken out of use – no self dispensing – we dispense for 

you 
- We’ve taken out most bar seating to ensure that only employees wearing masks are 

near glassware and drink making stations 
- We have moved our host stand to the front as we’re requiring reservations for both 

Stage and Amuse to ensure we can follow all of our guidelines safely 
- We are working at 50% restaurant capacity 

 
Sanitizing 
 

- Hand Sanitizers are set up all around the restaurant for our guests and team to use 
- We carry extra masks, gloves and sanitizers should anyone need  
- We follow an hourly sanitizing schedule for all high contact surfaces – this includes 

bathrooms, elevators, door handles, payment devices and phones 
- We never reuse pens and check holders without sanitizing them fully 
- All tables and chairs are sanitized in between groups – we use a 2 step cleaning 

process, first to remove any food or drink residue and then with a CDC approved 
Sanitizer  

- Our menus are single use apart from our full wine & spirit list, which we offer online 
or on our ipads, which get sanitized after each use  

 
 
Guest Guidelines 
 

- We ask for all of our guests to wear facemasks at all times away from the table, 
masks may be kept off while enjoying your meal 

- Reservations are required to make sure we can safely follow all outlined guidelines 
- We will be temperature checking all of our guests  
- We will be collecting full name, address and contact number of reservations and 

keeping that information on file for 28 days 
 

Staff Guidelines 
 

- All staff must submit their temperatures daily, prior to entering the building 



- We must all wear facemasks for the entire duration of the shift and whenever 
handling glassware, silverware or food items  

- Our team has been thoroughly trained on all guidelines and continue to receive 
weekly trainings to ensure we’re adapting and abiding by released guidelines  

- We keep a safe distance from all guests 
- We are operating with a smaller team that is fully committed to the industry and 

ensuring everyone’s safety  
 
 
Should you have any questions please contact alice@hdc-hawaii.com or give us a call on 
(808)237-5429. We hold a copy of all of our guidelines on premises at all times.  
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